WHITEPAPER

The HR Recruiter’s
Survival Guide 2021
What to focus on during the dynamic and
disruptive market conditions to stay on
course improving organizational strength
and employee engagement
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Welcome! And thank you for taking time out of your busy day to read this whitepaper.
With new and disruptive technologies emerging and a high pace of changes in market
conditions it is important to stay on top securing the right focus and make the right
impact in your organizations.
We have in our whitepaper prepared a “survival guide” helping you keep focus on what
really matters and how to keep making a difference. Enjoy!

“ We strongly believe that every human with
their personality and sk ills has an individual
talent and potential that only truly unfolds
within the right organizational framework ,
values and culture.”
Morten Kongsbak & Michael Skovsgaard
Founders of Whaii.com
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#1

Drive HR
Corporate
Sustainability

“Worldwide only 15% of

the work force is
engaged in their daily
jobs – meaning 85% is
disengaged.”
“ When compared with
business units in the
bottom quartile of
engagement, those in
the top quartile realize
21% HIGHER
PROFITABILITY .”
Extracts from Gallup: State of
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the Global Work place 2017

Emphasis on working with organizational strength and engagement will have a huge
impact, so make sure you…
Make talent a priority
Every single touch with people inside or outside should be based on the approach that all
humans with their personality and skills have an individual talent and potential, but that it
only truly unfolds within the right organizational framework, values and culture.
Times change. People change. HR
must factor in a proper access to
talent under new conditions driven
by external macro-environmental
changes, evolving candidate
preferences with a higher demand
for meaningfulness etc., dynamic
and changing competitor
offerings and thus the growing
need to have proper employer
branding strategies.
Put more emphasis on personality, values and culture attributes
This will strengthen your team and organization to enhance performance. This is
important in order to meet the new demands prompted by the changing and emerging
new technologies that will impact your competitive edge.
Scientific surveys show that along with a higher impact of technologies in the
organizations, companies’ success criteria will increasingly depend on human capital and
the capability to develop and maintain an organizational foundation. People,
organizational and team foundation will become an even more important factor in
achieving a competitive edge, but likely in a new framework.
Focusing on the people foundation and being good at matching preferences within
personality, values and culture will become vital to stay ahead.
Along with new age technologies e.g. robots (“soft” as well as “hard”), AI and more, HR
needs to meet new skills requirements within and outside the organization. The skills
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requirements will change consequently, and thus the need to build a more agile and
adaptable workforce will become a factor supporting individual and team development.
Building a learning platform using new digital and cloud technologies, software solutions
etc. will enable HR to distribute a more broad and comprehensive people learning and
adaptability to the benefit of creativity, innovation and productiveness delivering talents
and skills to the teams and eventually customer fulfilment of deliveries.
Along with emphasis on human attributes focus on new skills requirement will increase
the competitive edge.
Innovate and collaborate
There are numerous opportunities for HR to improve the processes and the strategic and
organizational foundation with quantum leaps by using AI and new HR tech tools.
The new digital era is
embracing HR with the
possibility to innovate and
customize their specific
needs e.g. to incorporate and
achieve above mentioned
factors and advantages. An
eco-system of new HR
technologies is emerging
and depended on HR’s ability
to be objective and
collaborative there is great
opportunities.
New tech will support HR and thus giving HR the possibility to spend more time and focus
on what really matters of human interaction being responsible for “Talent, Organization
and Leadership” foundation.
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#2
The Recruitment Role
A LinkedIn survey indicates that
36% of professionals leave their
jobs because they are “unsatisfied
with work environment/culture”
making it worthwhile to focus on
personality, values and culture
when attracting and screening
talent.
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To attract and engage the right talent and maintain coherence with organizational needs
and foundation, recruiters must revise and rethink their approach. Given the changes in
workforce and new ways of meeting candidates, here are some tips to support you:
Recruiters will become Hiring Manager’s advisor
With the high pace of market dynamics and increased competitive edge as a “new
normal”, Hiring Managers will
have a need for more guidance
and comfort than ever ensuring
that they are hiring the right
people. The negative
consequences of hiring the
wrong people is increasing with
the pace and requirements of
making results.
Consequences with an impact
on team engagement will have
a direct cost impact. The partnership between you and hiring manager will become more
vital, as you will be a co-partner in securing a strong organizational foundation from the
beginning.
Therefore, you as a recruiter need to be in sync with business purpose, goals and needs
and be capable of materializing on this background to enhance guidance and advices to
hiring managers during the recruitment process.
Recruiters need to change mindset - becoming storytellers
You need to move out of the traditional recruiting mode. Job postings will change or
disappear and become more storytelling addressing candidates’ personal stage and
meaningfulness and thus position you as an interesting employer.
As a recruiter you will need to embrace this. You will need to get in touch with why it is
worthwhile spending a part of my life in your company and thus achieving my personal
goals and purpose together in coherence with your company goals, values and culture.
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Social Media (SoMe) will be the new way to engage candidates
You need to move out of the office, doing live sessions, events, chat bots and videos via
SoMe will be the key. Looking into the trends of businesses attracting customers via SoMe
you need to do the same creating content in relation to attracting the right people.
Meet candidates where they are via SoMe addressing their ambitions and stage of life
and how you both can benefit of joining up fulfilling both journey’s (purpose and goals).
Use AI and HR technologies
There are already numerous opportunities using HR-tech to support a better qualification
and a smoother process. Both improving candidate experience and saving time while
enhancing the dialog between you and the hiring manager. In a simple way enriching
and modernizing your recruitment process in all facets.
Many available HR-tech solutions are simple subscription solutions enriching your existing
systems and processes. Easy to implement (plug-in) without the need of large
investments. Providing you a competitive edge by supporting, building and strengthening
your organizational foundation instantly.
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#3
A Leadership IQ study showed that 23%
pointed to “Emotional Intelligence” as
the reason why 46% of newly hired
employees fail within 18 months.
So “Make work more human” by using
new HR technologies.
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HR
Tech
in 2021

Looking into 2021 there is a certain trend of new technologies emerging for you to
consider when working within human resources and recruitment. Five takeaways here:

1.

Cloud-based HR platforms will continue to be in the lead - the market is so
innovative, and they have all started to partner with others

2. Employee Experience and Talent Experience platforms have arrived - new breed of
“redesigned” platforms are now available designed for employees first, HR
departments second or equal focus

3. The HR-Tech architecture has changed - moving away from HR system as a
“single system of record.” Innovative tools now emerge from startup’s and smaller
companies and you have to be comfortable that you’re implementing an “appecosystem,” not just a core HCM system

4. The recruiting market is on fire and filled with AI. Recruiting is now the biggest AI
market in HR, with AI-based sourcing, assessment, screening, interviewing, and
candidate experience management now available. Many of these vendors have
very useful technology – including for internal mobility

5. Analytics, Organizational Network Analysis, Chatbots, and Natural Language
Processing are hot. AI is here, and this means analytics, ONA, chatbots, and NLP are
now part of HR
The future is now. The changes driven by new technologies and changes in the human
foundation will have a pace higher than seen ever before in history. The HR organizations
who understand the implications and who focus and act on this will indeed achieve an
increased competitive edge and the opportunity to succeed in supporting the business.
You are very welcome to visit our website whaii.com and be inspired by how our
screening tool Whaii Match can support you in your efforts. Sophisticated HR
Technology, but with a human touch. Let’s make it personal!
Thank you for your time.
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Whaii Match is one of the first truly automated candidate screening tools to not only analyze based on skills
but also on personality, values and culture. All automated. Using Artificial Intelligence (AI) it empowers the
modern HR professional to hire the right people, saves time and makes sure no talent escapes un-hired. It is
set to transform the screening process completely.
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